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Wally and Willy are on the lam again. But as Willimina and Wallanda, they're free and clear . . . or

are they? These cleverly disguised wolves think they can fool an entire flock with their womanly

wool-wear, but three savvy sheep expose their plan. It looks like another close shave for these

baa-aad boys!
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Clever, funny plot. The two main characters will give readers of all ages lots of chuckles. The

illustrations are fabulous. The bad boys as girl sheep are hysterical. Great cover. That illustration

makes you laugh even before you open the book. My boys loved it.

Oh, but they most certainly are BAD BOYS.....so delightful watching them trying to fool the sheep!!!

But they are the ones who get fooled in the end... a truly great story that all children of ALL ages will

love!! A good one to read in conjunction with The Three Little Pigs and The True Story of the Three

Little Pigs. The children will love the back and forth discussion of who is really bad in these stories!!

I'm ordering Bad Boys for all my friends, especially the ones between the ages of 30 and 88! Yeah,

I'll get one for my classroom too, but I suspect most of the giggles will be with my friends Merle and



Betty!

Willy and Wally are two bad wolves out to infiltrate a flock of sheep, disguised as Willamina and

Wallanda so they could hide from the law!Of course, they are "exposed" by a surprise

sheep-sheering, and Willy and Wally will have to wait for those bad haircuts to grow out before they

can try any new tricks again.Children will adore this wonderfully funny book, and adults will enjoy

reading it to them. It's kind of a Some Like It Hot on the farm! Bad Boys is a winner and definitely

not to be missed. (Big Bad Boys can take a lesson or two here as well!)

Bad Boys by Margie Palatinichildren's audio b book about a few wolves who try to hang out with the

sheep.They have avoided the cops so far. The perfect hideout. They try to become Little Bo Beep

who's gone lost. The sheep allow them to roam with them.They don't sound the same bleeps as the

other sheep. They also have bigger eyes...it's sheep shearing days!I received this book from

National Library Service for my BARD (Braille Audio Reading Device).

Bad BoysBad Boys is a very funny take on wolves in sheep's clothing. The author,Margie Palatini is

able to keep both children and adults interested in the story even if you have read it 10 times. This is

a very big plus when there are toddlers in the house. The illustrations are good too. We highly

recommend this and other books by this author. Try EarthQuack,SweetTooth,Bed Head.You won't

be disappointed.

This book has it all, in my opinion, great vocabulary, cute plot, funny characters. Even if the kids

don't understand who Meryl Sheep is, the grown-up reading it will get a kick out of it and all the

other word-play going on!

I teach Prek and my students love this story. I have always loved Margie Palatini!! I recommend this

book!! It is funny for both adults and children and has humor that adults can relate to!
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